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Abstract

How can we reliably estimate fluctuations in economic activity for a country with statistics of
questionable quality? We propose using imports, measured as reported exports of trading
partners, as a proxy for activity. These statistics are likely to be relatively well-measured as well
as free from domestic manipulation. Imports and measured GDP move closely for countries with
strong statistical systems. However, the co-movement is much weaker for countries with poor
systems, because GDP is less reliable. We apply this insight to China. Using principal
components, we derive activity indices from a wide range of indicators (including GDP) and
examine their fit with externally-reported Chinese and Hong Kong imports. In terms of
measuring cyclical fluctuations, the quality of Chinese statistics have broadly become more
reliable, though the evidence is more mixed for GDP. GDP adds little information relative to
combinations of other indicators, either in or out of sample. Most recently (through 2018), our
preferred indicator combination suggests that Chinese activity remains above (a slowing) trend.
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1.

Introduction
How can we reliably estimate fluctuations in economic activity for a country with

statistics of questionable quality? One approach has been to use light as a check on the statistics
(Henderson, et al, 2012; Clark et al, 2017). Measured light emissions have considerable highfrequency noise, so this approach serves most naturally as a low-frequency check on statistical
quality. But it is often of interest to understand cyclical fluctuations as well. China is a clear
example where cyclical fluctuations in economic activity are of first-order interest to many
observers, including financial market participants.
In this paper, we propose using imports as a proxy for activity. Imports are one of the
best-measured components of GDP and external measures of imports, in the form of exports
reported by trading partners, are available. Presumably, these externally-reported statistics are
unexposed to domestic manipulation. Moreover, for countries with good statistical systems, we
find that imports and measured GDP move closely. But, as expected, the co-movement is much
weaker for countries with poor statistical systems.
We apply this insight to China. We find that Chinese statistics have, broadly, become
more reliable over time in terms of capturing cyclical fluctuations in economic activity. But
among possible economic activity indicators that we consider, GDP is merely in the middle of
the pack, and its growth rate is far too smooth in recent years relative to other measures of
activity. Nevertheless, no single indicator on its own is particularly reliable. Rather, our preferred
method for measuring economic activity takes the first principle component of a wide range of
indicators such as electricity, industrial production, and rail shipments. Trying to distinguish
among the indicators to find a parsimonious set of indicators within a given sample often leads to
somewhat worse out-of-sample performance.
1

Observers of the Chinese economy have long questioned the accuracy of Chinese output
figures. 1 Under any circumstances, measuring Chinese GDP would be difficult given China’s
rapid growth and undergone extensive structural change (e.g. Holz, 2008). However, many
observers further worry that output figures may be distorted, particularly by local and provincial
officials in an effort to meet quotas handed down by the government. As a result, many analysts
of Chinese economic activity rely instead on alternative, non-GDP indicators. 2
Skepticism about the accuracy of Chinese data has been shared by prominent Chinese
officials. For example, in 2007 current Premier Li Keqiang, was reported as saying that his
province’s government focused on “alternative indicators,” rather than official GDP data
(Wikileaks, 2007). Li mentioned three indicators: 1) electricity consumption; 2) the volume of
rail cargo, which he suggests is fairly accurately measured because fees are charged for each unit
of weight; and 3) the amount of loans disbursed, which may be more accurate because of
regulatory oversight. By looking at these three figures, Li said he can measure with relative
accuracy the speed of economic growth. Li reportedly said with a smile, “All other figures,
especially GDP statistics, are ‘for reference only.’”
The challenge in assessing the quality of reported Chinese output figures is to find an
independent benchmark to compare with reported aggregate data. One example is Nakamura, et
al (2014), who use household consumption data to estimate Engel curves for China. They find
that official aggregate consumption data are too smooth relative to levels that would be expected
from household spending patterns. More closely related to our paper, Pinovsky and Sala-i-Martin
(2016) follow Henderson, et al (2012) and use satellite data on light emissions to gauge growth
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See Sinclair (2012) for extensive references. More recently, Chen, et al (2019) note substantive discrepancies
between local and national estimates of industrial output.
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For examples of informal press discussions, see Noble (2015), Sharma (2013), and Bradsher (2012).
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in economic activity for a cross-section of countries, including China. China’s reported GDP
growth rate appears to be exceptionally high relative to its growth in observable light. Clark,
Pinovsky, and Sala-i-Martin (2017) focus specifically on China. Although the time series on
light emissions appears to suffer massive measurement error (e.g., from changes in the sensitivity
of satellites over time), they use cross-province variation to assess the informational content of
various indicators available regionally. Chen, Chen, Hsieh and Song (2019) use value-added
taxes on GDP components as well as local indicators less likely to have been manipulated. They
find that GDP growth from 2010-2016 was 1.8 percentage points lower than reported. 3
We argue that inflation-adjusted imports (measured using trading-partner-reported
exports) can serve as a reliable high-frequency measure of fluctuations. Like measured light
emissions, these data are reported externally, so they are not subject to manipulation or
mismeasurement by Chinese authorities. However, they should be closely associated with
economic activity in China, without suffering from the massive measurement error in the light
data. Specifically, since the data correspond to Chinese imports, they reflect both the use of
intermediate inputs for production—an important aspect of China’s economy—as well as
finished goods imported for final consumption by Chinese residents. As we show below, while
the external sector represents only a portion of economic activity, imports co-move very closely
with GDP for many economies.
We take this source of information as an indicator of Chinese economic activity and
compare movements in externally-reported exports to China to reported GDP, as well as to
various combinations of domestically-reported “alternative indicators” of Chinese activity. If we
find that movements in externally-reported exports to China are closely associated with
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movements in reported Chinese data, then we conclude that these series are not spurious, but
instead are tracking underlying Chinese activity.
Note that this approach tells us about cyclical co-movement, not about the overall level of
bias. For example, different series might have different trends for perfectly sensible economic
reasons (e.g., structural change in the economy). Indeed, to ensure that the co-movement we
detect reflects cyclical fluctuations, we detrend all data prior to estimating the relationships.
Hence, our focus is explicitly on uncovering cyclical fluctuations around the trend.
We then turn to the question of the set of indicators that best fits these movements of
externally-reported exports. We begin by examining the first principal component of
combinations of 14 widely cited and easily available economic indicators, including GDP,
produced by Chinese authorities. Our goal is to identify which of these indicators, singly or in
combination, best explain China’s externally-reported imports.
We begin by considering the performance of each indicator individually. We compare the
performances of the first principal component of each indicator, both in-sample and for
forecasting out of sample in terms of root-mean squared error (RMSE). We find that electricity
usage emerges as our best-fitting individual indicator with estimation conducted over our full
sample. Electricity usage also does best both in and out of sample when we repeat the exercise
for a sub-sample period beginning after the global financial crisis.
However, while electricity also performs comparably to the first principal component of
the Li indicator variables in sample, the Li series does far better out of sample. Similarly, we
find that the in-sample fit of the first principal component of all 14 of our indicators combined
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performs comparably to electricity in-sample, but far outperforms that single indicator out of
sample. 4
In contrast, the link between GDP and externally-reported Chinese imports turns out to be
relatively weak. Other individual indicators fit better; and GDP adds little information on activity
relative to principal components of many sets of indicators.
Moreover, many of the principal component indices (including the one that includes all
14 indicators) outperforms Li’s particular index, both in and out of sample. In particular,
although electricity is strongly associated with imports, the other two Li indicators, rail freight
and lending, are less important. Nevertheless, we find relatively little sensitivity to the exact
group of included activity indicators overall in our comparisons of different groups of predictors.
We find that one of the Li indicators, lending, does particularly poorly as an individual
indicator. This finding contrasts not only with Li, but also with Clark et al (2017), who argue that
lending is closely related to the cross-provincial pattern of light emissions. In our view, this
highlights a potential shortcoming of attempting to use the cross-section on light emissions to
identify “good” indicators. Especially in the Great Recession, lending has been used as a
countercyclical policy measure to combat growth slowdowns. Hence, lending has a near-zero
contemporaneous correlation with GDP, electricity, exports to China, and many other indices of
activity that we construct in this paper. But if the endogenous countercyclicality were a response
to the aggregate economy, it is likely to be captured by the time fixed effects in Clark et al.’s
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Fernald, et al (2013) find that a broad set of activity indicators similarly track the Chinese slowdown from 20102012 relatively well, and also outperforms the Li index.
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regressions. Hence, lending might be a good measure of relative provincial economic activity in
the cross section, without necessarily being a reliable measure of fluctuations in the time series. 5
Our results do suggest that the accuracy of reported GDP improved during and following
the financial crisis, though it subsequently deteriorated again.
In the first part of this paper, we look at imports as a measure of economic activity in a
cross section of countries. We find that import growth moves closely with GDP for countries
with relatively reliable statistical systems.
We then turn to Chinese data, and compare export growth to a wide range of indicators,
individually and in combination. For the combinations, we construct the first principal
component of all 16,383 possible combinations of these variables and relate them one-by-one to
externally reported Chinese imports. Principal components estimation proves useful for yielding
a parsimonious specification. Some of the individual indicators that we use might be subject to
manipulation or systematic mismeasurement; but, if so, our tests would find that they are not
closely related to our externally-reported Chinese-import data. Even if the indicators are
informative, they might be noisy. By extracting an activity factor as the first principal
component, we reduce the idiosyncratic noise in order to focus on the signal.
This principal-component methodology allows us to focus on a parsimonious relationship
and to identify a preferred index of activity. In particular, we relate each combination to
externally-reported Chinese imports both in sample (ending in 2013) and out of sample
(beginning of 2014 through the third quarter of 2018), and then rank each index as a weighted
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Lending may be a leading indicator of future activity. We do not consider leads and lags because we would end up
with too many potential combinations. Lending could also be important in Clark, et al (2017)’s light-based
methodology to the extent this approach is more tailored towards lower frequencies than our use of import data.
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average of in-sample and out-of-sample fit, with weights based on the inverse of the standard
deviation of in and out-of-sample RMSEs.
First, we confirm that it is preferable to use a long sample to estimate the factor structure.
We reach this conclusion by doing out-of-sample tests of predictive power. In particular, for each
of the 16,383 possible combinations of individual indicators, we look at whether the out-ofsample fit is better if the factor structure was estimated over a long sample (starting in 2000) or a
short sample (starting in 2008). 6 In 94 percent of cases, the out-of-sample fit is better when the
factor structure was estimated on samples that began in 2000. Intuitively, there is a tradeoff
between bias (if the factor structure has changed) and precision (if the sample is too short). This
finding that factor estimation should be done with a long sample is consistent with the
recommendation of Stock and Watson (2016). 7
We then search for the “best” combination of alternative indicators, including GDP as a
potential indicator, based on goodness of fit in and out of sample with our externally-reported
Chinese import data. Because we are analyzing the fit of the principal component of these
indicators, it is not necessarily the case that adding an indicator to an existing set of indicators
will improve our fit, even in sample. At the same time, a concern with being too parsimonious is
that we will select variables that just happen to fit well in the specific sample periods we
consider. Hence, in cases where two sets of indicators yield identical fit measures, we prefer to
choose the large set.

6
Our out-of-sample period covers 2016Q1-2018Q4. We also examined the robustness of our results to the
alternative three-year out-of-sample period 2015Q1-2018Q4.
7
We also conducted formal Bai and Perron (1998) tests and failed to reject the null of no structural break in
the data in favor of either one or two structural break alternatives. These tests are available on request from the
authors.
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We consider two approaches: We first pursue a “sequential,” approach, adding indicators
one at a time from our full group of 14 activity indicators based on their individual fit. This
ensures that for a given number of indicators, we have chosen indicators that each fits well
individually (and, thus, is a priori plausible). For example, using this approach, the best (average)
fit in sample and out-of-sample includes the top six individual indicators. Fit deteriorates
somewhat as we add a seventh indicator, and deteriorates a bit more as we continue to add
indicators. Second, we re-optimize at each stage completely, choosing the best-fitting
combination of each number of indicators without constraining the combinations to include the
indicators chosen in the last smaller combination.
This second approach suggest that the best-fitting combination of indicators according to
our weighted average of in and out-of-sample fits includes a combination of eight indicators:
electricity, exports, industrial production, an index of consumer expectations, fixed asset
investment, floor space construction, retail sales, and rail freight. This combination performs
best using the unconstrained approach, although there are also more parsimonious combinations
of six and seven indicators that do equally well using our unconstrained approach. One of these,
the six-indicator combination, is also the combination that does best under our sequential
approach. Relative to our preferred eight-indicator set, it omits retail sales and fixed asset
investment. It has an almost identical score both in and out-of-sample, and only does marginally
worse in terms of its weighted average score. As we are interested in incorporating as many
indicators as possible without sacrificing goodness of fit, we consider the eight-indicator
combination our preferred one.
As each of our alternative indicators by construction focuses on specific areas of the
China economy, it is plausible that the time series of Chinese imports does not follow those of
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many of our alternative indicators exactly. But GDP is supposed to be the broadest measure of
economic activity. By including GDP as one of the indicators, its variation is included in our
measures. However, we find that adding GDP or not adding GDP makes very little differences to
the explanatory power of our preferred principal component indices.
Our emerging picture seems to be one where reported GDP is better at predicting Chinese
activity as proxied by externally-reported import data than it used to be. GDP adds at most
modestly to the accuracy of the fit of our best combinations of alternative indicators.
It should be pointed out that our preferred set of indicators should be of use as an
alternative measure of Chinese activity, even during the current era of potential trade distortions.
While our indicator is fitted on Chinese imports, direct measures of trade, in the form of
domestically-reported Chinese exports, are only one of a number of activity indicators included
in our preferred combination. Moreover, our analysis yields combinations of non-trade oriented
indicators that perform only modestly worse over the course of our sample, and may be preferred
during periods of trade distortion.
In particular, while we only have data through 2018Q4, our analysis does speak to the
severity of China’s current slowdown. Our preferred indicator suggests that at the end of our
sample (2018Q4), Chinese activity was actually farther above trend than would be suggested by
GDP data. We obtain similar results for either our full set of indicators or three-factor Li activity
set. Our results therefore do not indicate that Chinese GDP figures are overstating economic
activity, at least relative to the degree they did so in the earlier portion of our sample.
The remainder of this paper is divided into six sections: Section 2 discusses the
relationship between imports and measured GDP, and how this relationship depends on a
country’s statistical capacity. Section 3 describes our data and methodology. Section 4 argues for
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using the full sample to estimate the factor loadings, despite evidence that the quality of statistics
has improved over time. Section 5 shows our main results, choosing our preferred set of eight
indicators as our “best indicator,” And evaluating the recent performance of that indicator
relative to reported GDP. Lastly, section 6 concludes.
2.

Imports as a measure of activity
The challenge in assessing the reliability of different economic indicators is that we need

a benchmark that is highly correlated with true activity but is not, itself, subject to manipulation.
In this section, we document that a country’s imports fit that bill: Import growth moves closely
with GDP growth for countries with relatively reliable statistical systems.
Why would we expect imports to be one of the best measured components of the national
accounts? First, the number of importers (and import locations) is typically modest, which makes
measurement more manageable. Second, countries have an incentive to measure imports
accurately for tariff purposes. Third, data on imports are available from external sources,
reported as trading partner’s bilateral exports to the country in question.
In countries with less-advanced statistical systems, we would expect the relationship
between imports and measured GDP to deteriorate simply because measured GDP becomes less
accurate. 8 The reduced accuracy of measured GDP should then reduce its correlation with
imports. In contrast, for the reasons noted above (including the external verification), there is
little reason to think that the correlation between imports and true economic activity deteriorates.
To assess these conjectures, we look at cross-country data to see the relationship with
statistical capacity. We use data on 165 countries from the Penn World Tables (release 9.0). For
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For example, Subramanian (2019) has argued that official Indian estimates overstate GDP growth between 2011
and 2016 by about 2.5 percentage points.
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each country, we calculate the correlation of growth in real imports and real GDP from 1990 to
2014, using national source data (the data that underlie the more-frequently used purchasingpower-parity data). For each country, an earlier version of the PWT (release 6.1) had a
judgmental measure of statistical capacity, which ranked the countries from A (highest) to D
(lowest). 9
Table 1 relates the import-GDP correlation across countries to statistical capacity and
other control variables. The control variables are country size (GDP in 1990 in international
dollars) and initial income per capita (GDP per capita in 1990, in international dollars). Overall
GDP could be of either sign. There may be scale economies in data collection that results in
greater effort in generating statistics, but larger economies may also be less open and therefore
the correlation may be reduced holding statistical quality constant.
Income per capita could, independently, be associated with the correlation between
imports and GDP. For example, the structure of the economy—say, goods relative to services—
might systematically be related to the level of income. Since many low-income economies have
low statistical capacity, we want to be sure that statistical capacity is not simply proxying for
income. (We use 1990 values for GDP and GDP per capita, but using average values is very
similar). 10
The first column examines the impact of GDP and GDP per capita. The unconditional
correlation is, in fact, positively and significantly related to the initial level of GDP: Larger
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See Dawson et al., 2001, for a discussion of how this measure is constructed. They note that for some issues in the
growth literature, accounting for statistical capacity is important. Henderson et al (2012) use a different measure of
statistical capacity from the World Bank, but that one is only available for developing economies, not for the full
universe of countries.
10
We also looked at measures of openness as a control. But we found no relationship with the correlation
between imports and GDP, so we do not show this variable in the table.
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countries have a higher estimated correlation. In contrast, the correlation is insignificantly related
to GDP per capita.
The second column shows that countries with poor statistical capacity (C or D) do indeed
have a notably lower correlation between growth in GDP and in imports. The constant term
shows that a country with an A-rated statistical capacity (the omitted category in the regression)
has a correlation that is nearly 0.8. For these countries, imports move quite closely with GDP.
However, for a country with D-rated statistical capacity, the correlation is substantially lower at
0.36 (0.788 plus the coefficient on statistical capacity D of -0.426); the difference is highly
statistically significant. We also obtain a statistically significantly lower correlation for a country
with a C-rated statistical capacity.
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Table 1: Statistical capacity and correlation of growth in imports and GDP

Note: Regressions of import-GDP correlation across countries on statistical capacity and other
control variables. Measures of statistical capacity from PWT (release 6.1), which ranked countries
from A (highest) to D (lowest). See Dawson, et al (2001) for details. Standard errors in parentheses.

The third column adds back GDP, and the fourth column also adds GDP per capita. The
results in these columns only modestly mitigate the effects shown in the first two columns. Thus,
the statistical evidence suggests that while in countries with relatively good statistical systems,
GDP and imports move closely with each other, that is not the case for countries with limited
statistical capacities.
For comparison, the United States has a statistical rating of A and a correlation of above
0.9. China has a statistical rating of D and a correlation of about 0.6. China’s correlation is above
its expected value, conditional on its statistical capacity rating of D. However, it is below what
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would be expected for a country with an A or B rating. The next section considers what we can
learn about the quality of China’s various statistical releases.
We conclude this section by acknowledging that imports are also an imperfect and likely
noisy measure of economic activity in China. Moreover, structural change might mean that the
relationship between this indicator and other indicators has changed over time. For example, in
annual U.S. data for the 30 years (1986-2016), import growth is more highly correlated with
growth in goods (0.9) than in structures (0.6) or services (0.5). That said, the correlation is highly
significant even with these different components of activity. And, even if it noisy and imperfect,
there is little reason to think it is biased.
In our empirical work for China, we consider whether the relationship has changed by
looking at time variation. A priori, structural change seems like it could cause relationships to
attenuate over time, given that China’s service sector has grown in importance relative to the
traded sector. However, we actually observe little decline in the share of imports in Chinese GDP
over the course of our sample. Empirically, we find that the relationship between GDP and
imports has improved over time.
3.

Chinese data
Our goal is to use the insight from the previous section about the information content of

imports to develop a reliable indicator of activity in China. 11 This section discusses what Chinese
data we use to achieve that goal.

11
In principle, this might point towards just using imports alone as a measure of activity. However, trade volumes
might be disproportionately susceptible to policy distortions, for example in the current trade dispute between China
and the United States. We therefore would not want to base our estimate of Chinese activity solely on trade
measures, although in practice, our analysis below suggests that Chinese exports are an important indicator
throughout our sample.
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A. Measuring China’s imports
For any country where the accounts are suspect, including China, there is a question of
whether the import statistics themselves are accurate. As noted already, a key advantage of
imports is that they can also be measured using trading-partner exports. For both economic and
statistical reasons, we combine exports to China and Hong Kong for these purposes.
Economically, many of the goods that are exported to Hong Kong from non-China sources are
destined for the Chinese mainland. 12 Statistically, authorities in, say, the United States may
plausibly have changed the degree to which they are able to track the ultimate destination over
time—that is, a good that previously would have been recorded as an export to Hong Kong
might now be recorded as an export to China. Using the combination of Hong Kong and China
makes the data more comparable over time. 13
For our main analysis, we use trading-partner-reported export data, since measurement
error in this indicator should be independent of the measurement error in China-source economic
indicators. This source of data on China’s imports is not controlled in any manner by Chinese
authorities. (Henceforth, when we refer to imports, it’s always as reported by trading partners.)
Trading-partner governments have no apparent incentive to misrepresent their trade volumes
with China. Of course, the rapid growth of trade with China could still cause some measurement
challenges for these countries. However, these data still have the advantage of being measured
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For example, in 2016 over US$400 billion in goods were re-exported through Hong Kong from and to the
Mainland (https://www.tid.gov.hk/english/aboutus/publications/factsheet/china.html).
13
Fernald, Edison, and Loungani (1999) argue for combining Hong Kong with China. We confirm in the data
appendix that imports by China and Hong Kong imports (henceforth referred to as “China’s imports”) move very
closely with its trading-partner-reported exports (see Appendix Figure A2). The trading-partner data line up better
for China plus Hong Kong than for China alone.
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at foreign ports. Moreover, while Chinese trade is growing as a share of total trade for these
countries, overall trade is not growing nearly so fast. So tracking trade volumes, including those
destined for or originating from China, is arguably less challenging.
Using the IMF’s Direction of Trade Statistics (DOTS), it is straightforward to measure
world trading-partner exports to China and Hong Kong. We obtain similar results to those
reported later in this paper when we use narrower sets of countries—such as exports from the
United States, the Euro Area, and Japan. Because imports represent intermediate inputs and final
consumption or investment goods, they are likely to be correlated with overall activity. To
calculate real imports, we deflate with a China-specific export deflator, described in the
appendix. 14

B. Individual data series
From Chinese-source data, we identified 14 potential activity indicators on the basis of
data availability and a priori plausibility—GDP plus 13 non-GDP variables. The 14 indicators
are all available from the beginning of our sample (the end of 2000), and were downloaded from
CEIC Asia. Examples include electricity use, industrial production, rail freight, and new
property construction. The indicators are described in the data appendix and also listed in the
tables in the next section. Although GDP is of independent interest, for our main purpose (“what
is the best index of activity in China”) we consider GDP as just one of a list of possible indicators
to examine.

14
DOTS measures trade in U.S. dollars (converted with market exchange rates), so we need a dollar-based deflator.
We use U.S. product-level export prices, weighted by the product-level imports of China and Hong Kong. U.S.
measures of prices are considered relatively reliable; and any biases are likely to be unrelated to economic
conditions in China. Even if the weights were not reliable (though there is little reason for errors in import
composition), the bias for the overall deflator is likely to be small.
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More than 13 non-GDP indicators are available for the full sample (e.g., the inward flow
of FDI). However, these were a priori less obviously linked to Chinese economic activity.
Furthermore, in preliminary analysis, we found little statistical relationship with imports or other
contemporaneous measures of economic activity.
To control for seasonal factors, we use all variables in four-quarter changes. 15 In
principle, we could use the Census X-12 program to control for seasonality. For our purposes, we
prefer the simple and transparent year-over-year change. In addition, Wright (2017) raises
questions about the reliability of the X-12 procedure.
Before doing any statistical analysis, we follow Stock and Watson (2016) and detrend all
individual indicators with a biweight filter. The biweight filter is essentially a smooth two-sided
filter that becomes increasingly one-sided at the end points. The reason for filtering is that
individual series have different trends—which can be misleading, since our principal component
indices will attempt to fit those trends as well as the fluctuations. 16
For example, without filtering, Chinese GDP growth in 2016 was about 2 standard
deviations below its longer sample mean. That growth rate was comparable to its level in the
downturn of the Great Recession. Yet, while growth was relatively slow, that appeared to be a
trend development, rather than as an indication of slow cyclical growth. The appendix shows the
raw individual indicators, their estimated trends, and the detrended indicators (Figure A1). In all
cases, the detrended data have been normalized to have mean zero and unit standard deviation.
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Many of the series are available monthly, but we convert all data to quarterly terms. Doing so facilitates
comparisons with quarterly GDP data, smooths some high-frequency measurement error, and avoids problems with
the timing of the Chinese New Year (which sometimes occurs in January, sometimes in February, and sometimes
overlaps both).
16
The biweight filter suggests a downward current trend in Chinese growth. We concentrate here on tracking
cyclical movements.
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A question is what bandwidth to use for the filter. For U.S. data, Fernald, Hall, Stock, and
Watson (2017) use a biweight filter with bandwidth of 60 quarters before estimating a factor
model. That filter yields relatively smooth trends, which are not too sensitive to end-point issues.
Even there, however, it is clear that the filter is too smooth to capture the trend for some U.S.
series, such as productivity.
For China, the changes in trend growth since 2000 are much sharper than for the United
States, and a more responsive filter appears to fit the data better. For this reason, we use a
filtering parameter of 24 quarters, which is flexible enough to fit the trends reasonably well.
Despite this flexibility, the trend does not appear overly sensitive to end points, so revisions to
real-time estimates of the trend are not too large. For example, we estimated the trend through
2009—when the cyclical deviation from any trend was clearly very large—and compared the
real-time trend to the revised trend. While there were revisions, they were not extreme. It is
important to note also that the main results do not appear driven by the choice of filtering.

C. Principal components
To identify the “best” index of China’s cyclical fluctuations, we focus on principal
component indices from alternative sets of potential indicators. The reason is that individual
indicators that move closely with China’s imports in any given sample sometimes fit much less
well out of sample. Using principal components of a set of indicators helps minimize this
problem.
For example, an extremely misleading approach to using the individual indicators would
arise if one simply regressed China’s imports on all 14 of the indicators plus GDP. Such a
regression has a high R2 even though, because of multicollinearity, few of these indicators are
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statistically significant. However, because of overfitting, this approach performs very poorly out
of sample relative to a more parsimonious specification. 17
Principal components help minimize the risk of spurious fit by capturing the key common
information in the indicators — known as “activity factors” — in a parsimonious way. Principal
components are defined by the property that all factors (or components) are orthogonal, with the
first component explaining the maximum variation in the included data, the second one
explaining the second most variation, and so forth.
One extremely parsimonious set of indicators is the index that includes GDP alone—a
single indicator. The a priori justification is that GDP is, in principle, the broadest measure of
economic activity. At the other extreme, an a priori reasonable benchmark index is the first
principal component of all of our individual indicators, including GDP. That benchmark is
agnostic about which indicators are informative or uninformative, and whether that informational
content has changed over time.
Figure 1 shows selected indicators along with real exports to China. All variables
represent year-over-year growth rates and are normalized to have mean zero and unit standard
deviation. The indicators shown are electricity, which is often taken as a proxy measure for
activity in China, and is our best-fitting individual activity indicator below; the first principal
component of all 14 indicators (“all indicators”); the “Li” combination of three indicators (the
principal component of electricity, bank lending, and rail cargo); and GDP.
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For example, we regressed import growth on all 14 indicators as separate right-hand-side variables from the start
of our sample until end-2015 and predicted out-of sample thereafter. For comparison, we also regressed import
growth on the first principal component of these indicators, as well as the first principal component of the three Li
indicators. As expected, the regression with all 14 indicators individually had the lowest (best) RMSE in sample,
0.34 versus 0.52 for the first principal component of the 14 indicators and and 0.65 for the first principal component
of the Li indicators respectively. However, the regression with all 14 indicators included had
a higher RMSE out of sample than the first principal component (0.57 versus 0.49). The out-of-sample results for
the Li indicators were modestly worse, with an RMSE of 0.58.
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Figure 1: Indicators of economic activity in China

Note: All individual series have been detrended and normalized to be mean zero and
have unit standard deviation. “All indicators” is the first principal component of all 14
individual indicators (including GDP). “Li” is the first principal component of electricity,
lending, and rail cargo. All series are measured 2000Q4-2018Q4. See text for further
details.

Clearly, the all-indicators activity factor and imports are very highly correlated. For
example, during the global financial crisis, both series drop about 3 standard deviations below
their respective means. In the recovery, both series rise to above 2 standard deviations above
their means. Thus, reassuringly, imports and the activity factor tell the same story about
economic activity. The Li indicator is a modestly poorer fit, but in general tends to come close to
both imports and the all-indicators activity factor. However, the relationship of reported GDP
with either the activity factor or imports is less strong. The correlation is still positive and
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significant, but GDP rises more prior to the crisis than either imports or the activity factor prior
to the global financial crisis.
A key goal of the sections that follow is to identify which indicators (including GDP), or
combinaitons thereof, are particularly informative, in terms of correlation with our externallyreported import indicator. It is possible that a more parsimonious index will be an even better
index of economic activity. The reason is that adding additional variables could add variation
that is largely idiosyncratic and unrelated to imports and overall economic activity. As a result,
the first principal component of a larger set of indicators might be less accurate as a measure of
activity because it is trying to explain that idiosyncratic variation as well as the systematic
variation that matters for imports.
We proceed by constructing the first principal component of all possible subsets, other
than the null set, of these 14 variables (GDP plus the 13 non-GDP indicators), considering a total
of 16,383 combinations. For example, 14 of the combinations have just a single indicator (each
of the 14 variables); at the other extreme, one combination uses all 14 variables at the same time
(our “all indicators” factor plotted in Figure 1).
For each subset, we then regress growth in Chinese imports from China’s top ten trading
partners on the first principal component as well as exchange rate values (which plausibly affect
import levels independently of output). Our baseline specification is thus
∆4 𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡 = 𝑐𝑐 + 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃1𝑡𝑡 + 𝛾𝛾∆4 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡 + 𝜂𝜂𝑡𝑡

(1)

where ∆ 4mt is reported quarterly growth in real Chinese imports from (measured as real exports
to China by) the United States, the euro area, and Japan; PC1t is the contemporaneous value of
the first principal component from the year-over-year growth in the chosen set of alternative
indicators of Chinese economic activity; ∆4 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡 is the four-quarter change in the renminbi21

dollar exchange rate; and 𝜂𝜂𝑡𝑡 is an error term. We estimate with ordinary least squares and show
Newey-West standard errors that allow for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation.

The reason for controlling for the exchange rate is to control for non-activity factors that
might affect imports. Conceptually, demand for imports in China could depend on two factors.
The first is direct final demand for consumption, investment, or government. The second is
imported intermediates that are destined for re-export after some further processing. Some but
not all of the activity included in the second category reflects activity being done in China. But
some reflects derived demand from activity taking place in countries to which China exports.
Now suppose that the RMB depreciates. That might directly lead to a shift of Chinese
domestic demand towards domestically produced goods and away from the now-more-expensive
foreign goods. It also makes imported intermediates more costly, which might affect the
incentives to use those parts rather than domestically produced ones. By controlling for the
exchange rate, we allow the regression to control for these non-activity channels.
Of course, in-sample (IS) and out-of-sample (OS) fits might be quite different. This is
most obvious for the combinations that comprise only a single indicator. Purely by chance, some
indicator might happen to move closely with China’s imports during a given sample. To guard
against this concern, we seek combinations of indicators that are not only a priori plausible but
that perform well both in-sample and out-of-sample.

4.

Initial Analysis: What sample to use, given possible structural change?
China’s economy has changed dramatically in recent decades. That might point towards

wanting to focus on a relatively recent time period. However, the literature on forecasting in the
presence of structural change (e.g., Pesaran, Pick, and Pranovich, 2013) finds that the loss of
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estimated precision from using a shorter sample period can be more important than the bias in
the true coefficient caused by structural change. In this section, we find that it is preferable to use
a relatively long sample period to estimate the econometric relationships.
Conceptually, the relationship in equation (1) could change in two ways that would affect
the reliability of the relationship. First, the coefficient 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖 on some particular principal component
index (PCi) could change over time, perhaps reflecting structural change. Second, even if the 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖

do not change, the statistical fit of the relationship could change if the variance of 𝜂𝜂𝑡𝑡 changes. (𝜂𝜂𝑡𝑡
could, of course, reflect idiosyncratic noise in imports or in the principal components.) In the
second case, an indicator might be unreliable even if it is an unbiased estimate of activity.
First, Bai-Perron (2003) break tests find no evidence of structural changes in the
parameters 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖 . Specifically, in results not shown, we estimated equation (1) with three different
indices (the PCi’s): GDP growth, the all-indicators index, and the Li index (the principal

component of electricity, bank lending, and rail cargo). 18 With import growth as the left-handside variable, as in equation (1), there is no evidence of instability in the regression coefficients.
Similarly, if we use GDP growth on the left-hand side, there is no evidence of instability in the
relationship with the all-indicators or Li indices.
Second, to look at the overall evidence of change in the statistical relationship, we look at
the adjusted R2 from 24-quarter rolling regressions of China’s imports on selected activity
indicators. (For these purposes, we drop the exchange rate from equation (1) to ensure that
changes in fit over time reflect the activity factor, not the exchange rate.) The R2 shows the ratio
of “explained” variance 𝛽𝛽̂𝑖𝑖 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃1𝑡𝑡 to total variance; correspondingly, it rises if the idiosyncratic

variance 𝜂𝜂 falls relative to the explained variance of China’s imports. In contrast, the break tests
18

These results are available on request from the authors.
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look more narrowly for subsample changes in 𝛽𝛽. A good indicator not only has a stable

relationship with activity, as the break tests indicate, but also explains a lot of the variation in
imports (high R2).
Figure 2 shows the rolling R2 estimates. All of the indices, especially GDP, fit poorly
prior to 2008, but fit better thereafter. Some of this is just the sharp decline and rebound during
the Great Recession itself that was common to imports and all of the activity indices. However,
even in samples that end 2016 or after (so they are not affected by the sharp downturn of the
Great Recession), the indices fit better than before 2008. Other than GDP, the indices fit much
better than before 2008.
For GDP, the relationship deteriorates again towards the end of the sample before
improving a bit at the very end. Even that improvement, however, is somewhat misleading.
Looking back at Figure 1, GDP appears extremely smooth in the past few years relative to other
indicators. However, if one looks closely, the wiggles are somewhat correlated, which is what
the regression picks up. That is, the direction of the change in GDP growth is accurate, even if
the magnitude of the change in growth is understated. 19

19

In principle, the break tests should have picked up this change in coefficient. However, standard break
tests require truncating the end points of the data, and the change in coefficient is only apparent at the very end. We
plan to examine the sensitivity of the break-test results to the truncation parameter.
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Figure 2: Rolling (Adjusted) R-Squareds

Note: Rolling adjusted R2s from regressing China’s import growth on the activity
indicator shown; regressions are run over the 24 quarters ending at the date indicated on
the horizontal axis. See text for further details.

Note that the all-indicators combination that includes GDP has virtually identical
performance to the index that includes all indicators other than GDP. Excluding GDP performs
marginally better at a few points early in the sample. At the end, even as GDP on its own
deteriorates somewhat, including GDP with the other indicators looks essentially the same.
In light of the break tests and rolling regression R2’s, it is unclear what sample to use.
The break tests do not suggest an econometric reason for shortening the sample, but the R2’s
suggest that the relationship is much closer after 2008.
To address this uncertainty, we perform out-of-sample exercises after estimating the
relationship in equation (1) for different in-sample periods. We find that using the full sample,
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starting in 2000, unambiguously does better for explaining exports to China out of sample than
starting in 2008. Specifically, for each of the 16,383 combinations of indicators that we consider,
we estimated equation (1) for the 2000-2015 period and then the 2008-2015 period. Then we
looked at how well the estimated relationships fit in the 12-quarters of 2016 to 2018. In only 6.9
percent of the combinations did the out-of-sample (2016-2018) estimates have a lower RMSE
when we used the 2008-2015 period for estimation rather than the 2000-15 period. In other
words, in the vast majority of cases, we do better by using the full sample for estimating the
relationship between exports to China and indicators.
Table 2 shows a subset of these results. Specifically, it shows the in-sample and out-ofsample fit for the 14 individual indicators we use plus several combinations. The in-sample root
mean squared errors (RMSEs) are not comparable, because they correspond to different sample
periods. But the out-of-sample RMSEs all correspond to the 2016Q1-18Q4 period; they differ
only because the coefficients were estimated over different periods. For 11 out of the 14
indicators, the out-of-sample RMSE is lower (i.e., better) when the relationship is estimated over
the longer 2000-2015 sample than over the shorter 2008-2015 sample. We also obtain lower
RMSE’s out-of-sample for the Li index and the all-indicators index when estimated over the
longer time period.
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Table 2: Out-of-sample results for different in-sample periods
2000Q1 - 2018Q4 2000Q1 - 2015Q4 2016Q1 - 2018Q4 2008Q1 - 2015Q4 2016Q1 - 2018Q4
Indicators

RMSE Avg

RMSE IS

RMSE OS

RMSE IS

RMSE OS

Electricity

0.68

0.68

0.68

0.51

0.67

Industrial production (IP)

0.73

0.72

0.74

0.66

0.76

Exports

0.75

0.77

0.70

0.91

0.68

Consumer index

0.76

0.95

0.44

0.82

0.90

Floor space

0.79

0.85

0.69

0.71

0.81

Rail

0.80

0.88

0.68

0.56

1.14

Government revenue

0.84

0.91

0.73

0.80

0.80

Property

0.84

0.92

0.72

0.71

0.71

GDP

0.85

0.91

0.75

0.58

0.83

Highway

0.90

1.06

0.65

1.13

0.69

Lending

0.93

1.06

0.72

1.21

0.79

Air passengers

0.93

1.06

0.72

1.21

0.76

Fixed Asset Investment (FAI)

0.93

1.05

0.74

1.21

0.79

Retail

0.94

1.06

0.74

1.21

0.80

Li Index

0.61

0.69

0.47

0.43

0.48

All indicators

0.56

0.67

0.38

0.44

0.44

Note: Indicators are ordered based on increasing RMSE average in the first column. This RMSE
average is the weighted average of the in-sample (IS) and out-of-sample (OS, 2016Q1-2018Q4)
RMSEs, where the in-sample period is 2000Q4-2015Q4. The weights are inverses of the crosssectional standard deviations (across all 16,383 combinations of indictors) of the RMSEs in the
IS and OS periods.
Before moving on, we note that in Table 2, the first nine individual indicators (through
GDP) all have in-sample RMSEs that are less than one. Because the import index on the lefthand-side is normalized to have a unit standard deviation, the regression with no explanatory
variables would have an RMSE of one. Thus, the first nine variables reduce the RMSE relative to
omitting the variable, whereas the bottom five actually do worse. The divide is particularly sharp
with the 2008-2014 in-sample period. We also note that while there is some tendency for
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indicators that do well in-sample to also do well out-of-sample, with low RMSEs, the ranking is
far from one-to-one.
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In sum, the break tests and the in-sample/out-of-sample tests both suggest using a long
sample. We follow that approach in the next section. The rolling estimates do find that even GDP
is more informative after 2008. That said, these do not suggest that one should focus solely on
GDP. Rather, they suggest that it is still preferable to use a principal component of a wide range
of indicators. In the next section, we consider whether we should use a parsimonious set of
indicators to form our principal component. `

5.

Relative performances of individual and combinations of activity indicators

A. Results for individual indices and sequential activity indicator selection
Given the superior performance of estimates fitted over our full sample, we next
investigate the relative performances of a variety of combinations of activity indicators over the
full sample. We begin by summarizing the individual performances of our activity indicators.
The estimated parameter values are not interesting per se, so we do not show them. We instead
focus on (i) index names and sets; and (ii) fit as measured by RMSE.
We are interested in both in-sample performance and out-of-sample prediction. As we
demonstrate below, the relative quality of fit of combinations of activity indicators in and out-ofsample can differ markedly, and it seems plausible that the structural changes that have recently
taken place in the Chinese economy may lead some indicators to erroneously indicate strong or
weak performances out of sample.
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When we average the IS and OS RMSEs, we weight by inverse cross-sectional standard deviations in
RMSEs across the 16,383 combinations (scaled by the sum of these weights, so that the weights sum to one). The
standard deviation is higher in the in-sample period than the out-of-sample period.
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It is unclear how to weight the relative importance of in- and out-of-sample fit. In
response, we characterize performance in terms of the weighted average RMSE in and out of
sample, where weights are measured as the inverse of the variance of the population of in and
out-of-sample RMSEs respectively. There is also no consensus about the share of a time series
sample that should be allotted to the estimation of weights on activity indicators in sample and
that allotted to gauging the performances of these indicator combinations out of sample [e.g.
Hansen and Timmermann (2012)]. In future versions of this study, we intend to follow the
literature [e.g. Kelly and Pruitt (2013)] in considering the relative performances of our activity
indicators using alternative sample splits.
We first consider the relative performances of indicator combinations by pursuing a
sequential approach, based on the indicators’ individual performances. From Table 2 (left two
columns of numbers), we start by identifying the best-performing single indicator in terms of
weighted average RMSE. Next, we add the second-best individual indicator to form an index of
the first two individual activity indicators, and so on. The rationale for this approach is that we
are sequentially adding variables that, individually, have explanatory power. So the resulting
indices include only variables that have a priori justification.
Our results are shown in Table 3. Our best-performing individual indicator is electricity,
which outperforms all other individual indicators with RMSEs both in and out of sample of 0.68.
We thus begin with electricity as our single-indicator combination. As shown in Table 3, we get
a modest improvement in average performance by adding the second activity indicator,
“Industrial production,” as the weighted average RMSE drops from 0.68 to 0.66. We get a
modest improvement in both in-sample RMSE, which drops from 0.68 to 0.65, and in out-ofsample RMSE, which drops from 0.68 to 0.66.
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Table 3: Sequential indicators and average IS-OS rank
NumVars
1
Electricity

Variables

RMSE Avg
0.68

2000Q4-2015Q4 2016Q1-2018Q4
RMSE IS
RMSE OS
0.68
0.68

2

Electricity IP

0.66

0.65

0.66

3

Electricity IP Exports

0.60

0.57

0.63

4

Electricity IP Exports ConsumerIndex

0.57

0.63

0.47

5

Electricity IP Exports ConsumerIndex FloorSpace

0.56

0.62

0.46

6

Electricity IP Exports ConsumerIndex FloorSpace Rail

0.50

0.62

0.31

7

Electricity IP Exports ConsumerIndex FloorSpace Rail GovtRev

0.51

0.63

0.31

8

Electricity IP Exports ConsumerIndex FloorSpace Rail GovtRev
Property
Electricity IP Exports ConsumerIndex FloorSpace Rail GovtRev
Property GDP
Electricity IP Exports ConsumerIndex FloorSpace Rail GovtRev
Property GDP Highway
Electricity IP Exports ConsumerIndex FloorSpace Rail GovtRev
Property GDP Highway Lending
Electricity IP Exports ConsumerIndex FloorSpace Rail GovtRev
Property GDP Highway Lending AirPassengers
Electricity IP Exports ConsumerIndex FloorSpace Rail GovtRev
Property GDP Highway Lending AirPassengers FAI
Electricity IP Exports ConsumerIndex FloorSpace Rail GovtRev
Property GDP Highway Lending AirPassengers FAI Retail

0.52

0.65

0.32

0.56

0.67

0.37

0.56

0.68

0.37

0.56

0.67

0.37

0.56

0.67

0.38

0.56

0.67

0.39

0.56

0.67

0.38

9
10
11
12
13
14

Note: RMSEs in sample, out-of-sample, and (weighted) RMSE averages from regressing import
growth on the first principal component of the list of indicators shown. (All regressions also
include the change in the real exchange rate). Indicators are sequentially appended to the list
according to their individual ranking from Table 2. See also notes to Table 2.

We obtain larger improvement in average RMSE by going to three indicators with the
addition of exports. This drops the average RMSE to 0.60. The improvement is primarily driven
by a drop in in-sample RMSE from 0.60 to 0.57, but the out-of-sample RMSE also falls from
0.66 to 0.63.
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Adding three more indicators, the consumer index, floor space, and rail freight, gives us
our best-fitting combination of six activity indicators under this sequential method. Using this
combination of activity indicators, the in-sample RMSE falls to 0.62, while the out-of-sample
RMSE falls to 0.31. Overall, the weighted average RMSE falls to 0.50.
However, adding additional indicators under this method fails to improve the fit. For
example, the combination with the addition of the seventh individual indicator, government
revenue, had a modestly larger average RMSE than our best-performing 6-indicator combination
(0.51). Overall, it can be seen that average RMSEs are not monotonically declining with the
addition of more activity indicators under the sequential method.
There are a number of notable patterns to the sequentially chosen sets of indicators. First,
our best set of 6 indicators is not much better than those with larger numbers of indicators,
including the all indicators set, which has a weighted-average RMSE of 0.56. Still, there are
some apparent gains from parsimony, at least given the in-sample and out-of-sample periods
considered.
Second, the indicators differ somewhat in their relative in and out of sample
performances. Our best-performing combinations of indicators in-sample are the 5 and 6variable combinations, the former of which includes electricity, industrial production, exports,
the consumer index, and floor space while the latter adds rail freight. In contrast, the bestperforming out-of-sample combinations are the 6 and 7-variable combinations, the latter of
which adds the activity indicator government revenue.
Finally, note that the introduction of the GDP indicator in the 9 variable activity indicator
combination raises average RMSE relative to our 8-variable combination. This is consistent with
our finding above that among the individual indicators, GDP is somewhat below average
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(indeed, out of sample it is the worst of the individual indicators). As such, we find that while
GDP is informative, but that we can do a much better job of predicting Chinese economic
activity when we combine GDP with other informative indicators.

B. Unrestricted combinations of activity indicators
The sequential method is computationally simple, and it ensures that we end up with an
index where indicators individually have explanatory power. However, it does not necessarily
yield the best combination of activity indicators. For example, the top indicators could all contain
essentially the same information on activity (say, on manufacturing production), whereas a
lower-ranked individual indicator might contain independent information on activity (say, on
services). To obtain those combinations, we examine all possible combinations of the individual
activity indicators for each number of potential indicators from one to fourteen. We then again
choose the set of indicators for each number with minimum weighted average in-sample and outof-sample RMSE.
Our results are shown in Table 4. We continue to observe wide discrepancies in relative
in and out-of-sample performances for the various activity indicator combinations.
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Table 4: Average IS-OS Rank
NumVars
1
Electricity

Variables

RMSE Avg
0.68

2000Q4-2015Q4 2016Q1-2018Q4
RMSE IS
RMSE OS
0.68
0.68

2

Electricity Exports

0.60

0.58

0.62

3

Electricity Exports Rail

0.54

0.61

0.43

4

Electricity Exports IP Rail

0.51

0.56

0.42

5

Electricity Exports IP Lending Rail

0.50

0.56

0.42

6

ConsumerIndex Electricity Exports FloorSpace IP Rail

0.50

0.62

0.31

7

ConsumerIndex Electricity Exports FAI FloorSpace IP Rail

0.50

0.62

0.31

8

ConsumerIndex Electricity Exports FAI FloorSpace IP Rail Retail

0.50

0.62

0.31

9

ConsumerIndex Electricity Exports FAI FloorSpace IP Lending Rail
Retail
ConsumerIndex Electricity Exports FAI FloorSpace GovtRev IP
Lending Rail Retail
AirPassengers ConsumerIndex Electricity Exports FAI FloorSpace
GovtRev IP Lending Rail Retail
AirPassengers ConsumerIndex Electricity Exports FAI FloorSpace
GovtRev IP Lending Property Rail Retail
AirPassengers ConsumerIndex Electricity Exports FAI FloorSpace
GovtRev Highway IP Lending Property Rail Retail
AirPassengers ConsumerIndex Electricity Exports FAI FloorSpace
GDP GovtRev Highway IP Lending Property Rail Retail

0.50

0.61

0.33

0.51

0.62

0.32

0.52

0.63

0.35

0.53

0.65

0.33

0.54

0.65

0.34

0.56

0.67

0.38

10
11
12
13
14

Note: For each number of indicators from 1 to 14, the combination shown has the lowest
weighted-average RMSE. RMSEs in sample and out-of-sample are from regressing import
growth on the first principal component of the list of indicators shown. (All regressions also
include the change in the real exchange rate). See also notes to Table 2.

Tautologically, electricity remains our best-performing individual indicator. Our next factor
adds exports, which lowers our weighted average RMSE from 0.68 to 0.60.
Our best combination of three indicators includes electricity, exports and rail. This
combination exhibits 0.61 RMSE in sample, but achieves a 0.43 RMSE out of sample for a
weighted RMSE average of 0.54.
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Our best combination with four indicators then adds industrial production, which
improves in-sample performances with only a very modest deterioration in out-of-sample
performance and lowers average RMSE to 0.51.
Our five-indicator combination adds lending volumes, which leaves in-sample fit
unchanged, but achieves a modest improvement in out-of-sample fit for an overall weighted
average RMSE improvement to 0.50.
From that point, our results suggest that as we add indicators, fit no longer improves
much and eventually deteriorates. Our six-variable combination adds the property indicator, but
results in essentially the same weighted average RMSE. Similarly, our seven and eight variable
combinations add fixed asset investment and retail sales respectively, with average RMSE
remaining at 0.50. The best-fitting 9-indicator combination adds lending, and receives the same
rounded score of 0.50, but its true value is modestly higher than the true value of our best-fitting
8-indicator combination.
Given that we are interested in including as many indicators as possible without
sacrificing goodness of fit, we therefore choose the best-fitting 8-indicator combination as our
preferred specification. This combination includes the consumer index, electricity, exports, fixed
asset investment, floor space, industrial production, rail freight, and retail sales.
A comparison with the earlier sequential approach is informative. That approach (Table
3) found the best overall fit with 6 indicators—and it turns out that, according to Table 4, that set
of indicators has the best fit of any 6-indicator combination. However, the 7 and 8 indicator lists
add different variables. The 8-indicator set that maximizes overall fit adds fixed asset investment
and retail. Those two indicators did relatively poorly on their own but presumably provided
different information.
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Note that our overall best set of indicators fails to include GDP. Indeed, GDP is never
chosen in a best-fitting combination that does not include all indicators. The all indicators set
with GDP included has a weighted-average RMSE of 0.56. This is modestly worse than the 13variable combination of all indicators except GDP, which a weighted RMSE of 0.54. So while
GDP on its own is somewhat informative, it provides no additional information on activity that is
not already in the alternative indicators.
Overall, the comparison of Tables 3 and 4 highlight a number of results: First, while we
observe some discrepancies, the qualitative set of individual indicators that perform best is
relatively stable. Indicators such as electricity, exports, rail, and industrial production seem to be
ones that one would always want to include. Second, the all-indicators combination does well
enough that one could rationally chose to use that indicator, letting the data speak solely through
the weights chosen in generating the principal component for the activity index. The main
advantage of the all-indicators combination is that, while it might not be optimal, it avoids
concerns about choosing indicators that just happened to fit well in a particular sample.
Indeed, while we were able to construct more parsimonious combinations that
outperformed the all indicators activity index, this discrepancy should not be exaggerated.
Figure 3 displays the predicted values of the all indicator index, as well as our preferred 8indicator combination (Best Average IS-OS), the three-variable Li index, and reported GDP,
against exports to China and Hong Kong.
It can be seen that all of the activity indices tend to move closely together, and (by
construction) tend to move closely with movements in Chinese imports. Still, during episodes
where there is a divergence between reported Chinese GDP and other-country reported exports
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to China and Hong Kong, as in 2007, we do see movements in the activity indicators away from
Chinese imports and towards reported Chinese GDP.

Figure 3: Indicators and Imports

Note: All individual series have been detrended and normalized to be mean zero and
with a unit standard deviation prior to estimating principal components. “All indicators”
is the first principal component of all 14 individual indicators, including GDP. “Li” is the
first principal component of electricity, lending, and rail cargo. All series are measured
2000Q4-2018Q4. See text for further details.

This can be seen in more detail through Figure 4, which displays the all indicators
combination and the all-indicators-except-GDP combination against reported GDP and Chinese
and Hong Kong imports. These series tend to closely track each other, except during periods
where the GDP series diverges notably from the import series, as in the pre-crisis years. As the
fit between Chinese imports and Chinese activity is not perfect, we prefer to include reported
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GDP as an indicator, which leads to more intermediate predictions during these divergent
episodes.

Figure 4: Indicators and imports

Note: All individual series have been detrended and normalized to be mean zero and
with a unit standard deviation prior to estimating principal components. “All indicators”
is the first principal component of all 14 individual indicators, including GDP. All series
are measured 2000Q4-2018Q4. See text for further details.

C. Assessing the Recent Period
Finally, there may be some concern that the most recent figures for Chinese GDP during
the recent downturn may overestimate growth due to excessive smoothing in reported output
levels from local and provincial authorities. To evaluate the evidence for this conjecture, we
focus on this recent period. Figure 5 plots the same set of indicators for the most recent period
since 2017Q1.
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Figure 5: Indicators and Imports 2017Q1-2018Q4

Note: All individual series have been detrended and normalized to be mean zero and
with a unit standard deviation prior to estimating principal components. “Best” is the
preferred 8-indicator series shown in Table 4. “Li” is the first principal component of
electricity, lending, and rail cargo; “All” is the first principal component of all 14
indicators. All series are measured 2000Q4-2018Q4. See text for further details.
It can be seen that over this period, Chinese GDP is indeed modestly below trend, and the
degree to which it is below trend has accelerated since 2018. Chinese imports, which have fallen
dramatically since 2018Q3 are also below trend at the end of our sample. However, while our
preferred and all activity indicator series have fallen most recently, they remain modestly above
trend. 21

21

The Li index has actually risen most recently, and stands relatively farther above trend.
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Figure 6: Indicators and Trends

Note: All individual series have been detrended and normalized to have mean zero and unit
standard deviation prior to estimating principal components. The “weighted trend” shown by the
red dashed line weights the estimated biweight trends for the individual indicators with the
loadings from the principal-components estimation. “Best” is the preferred 8-indicator series
shown in Table 4. “Li” is the first principal component of electricity, lending, and rail cargo;
“All” is the first principal component of all 14 indicators. All series are measured 2000Q42018Q4. See text for further details.

All of these series are plotted relative to their own trends. As such, one might conjecture
that the higher level of activity suggested by these alternative activity indicators may be driven
by declines in trend, due to the recent Chinese slowdown. Were that the case, activity could
actually be falling, but not relative to trend, as trend is falling as well.
Figure 6 plots the estimated trends for these indicators along with the detrended principal
components. The trends use the estimated biweight trends on the individual components, and
weights them using the factor loadings from the estimated principal components. Since the
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global financial crisis, all of the trends show a decline. However, it is clear that these declines
are not sufficiently dramatic to markedly distort the degree to which the activity indicators are
either above or below trend. Indeed, among the series, GDP is the one that exhibits the steepest
trend decline. As such, consideration of the trends suggests that the degree to which GDP is
overstating activity relative to our alternative indicators is even more modest than it initially
appears.
6.

Conclusion
This paper considers imports as a relatively reliable measure of economic activity for

countries with poor statistical systems. One virtue is that trade data can be measured using
trading partners, so errors should not reflect intentional manipulation within a country. We focus
on China, and show how to use exports to China as an externally-verified indicator of economic
activity that can be used to assess the reliability of Chinese indicators, including GDP.
With our metric, Chinese statistics, including GDP, became more reliable over time.
Nevertheless, GDP itself adds little information relative to the first principal component of other
sets of indicators. Indeed, our preferred set of indicators (the first principal component of the
following eight individual indicators: the consumer index, electricity, exports, fixed asset
investment, floor space, industrial production, rail freight, and retail sales) is relatively
parsimonious yet provides an accurate assessment of economic activity both in sample and outof-sample.
We conclude with several caveats. First, imports are an imperfect measure of activity
and may underweight certain activities, notably services and other non-tradable sectors. Still,
our preferred activity factor includes both relatively narrow indicators (like rail freight and,
possibly, raw materials) and broader ones (such as air passenger volume and retail sales).
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Moreover, even if imports or the activity factors are imperfect, there is no reason to think they
are necessarily inferior to GDP alone.
Second, even for the pre-2008 period—when GDP is a poor fit of our Chinese economic
activity proxy—we cannot say for sure whether GDP was manipulated, or merely limited in its
coverage. If manipulation were rampant, we would expect it to be more prevalent during periods
of exceptionally high or low economic activity, as data might be changed to more closely meet
trend output goals. In that case, measured variation would still reflect true variation, but it would
be dampened. In that sense, we cannot say whether the level and variability in GDP are accurate.
Rather, we focus on the consistency of the signal over time.
Finally, as China’s economy and statistical system continue to evolve, indicators that do
well historically might do less well going forward. Nevertheless, it is reassuring that our core set
of indicators performs well across our two sample periods.
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Appendix:
1.

Data sources

The chart below shows the raw data we used in the paper. All data were accessed in April 2019,
mainly from CEIC Asia database.
Series
Electricity
Rail

Lending
Property

Air passengers
Exports
Consumer Index
Floor space
Raw materials

Retail

Description
Electricity production,
Billions of kilowatt hours
Railway freight traffic,
millions of tons
Bank loans, billions of
RMB
Real estate investment
(Residential bldgs.),
millions of RMB
Air passenger traffic,
millions of persons
Exports (FOB basis),
millions of US dollars
Consumer Expectation
Index
Floor space started,
thousands of square meters
Index of raw materials
supply, derived from a
survey of managers from
5000 companies.
Respondents are asked for
views on adequacy of
supplies of raw materials.
Retail sales of consumer
goods, billions of RMB
Value added of industry,
YoY %
Freight carried, highway,
Ton mn

Source
National Bureau of Statistics
(CEIC series 3662501)
China Railway Corporation, National Railway
Administration
(CEIC series 12915101)
The People's Bank of China
(CEIC series 7029101)
National Bureau of Statistics
(CEIC series 3948701)
Civil Aviation Administration of China
(CEIC series 12916401)
General Administration of Customs
(CEIC series 5823501)
National Bureau of Statistics
(CEIC series 5198601)
National Bureau of Statistics
(CEIC series 3963901)
The People's Bank of China
(CEIC series 8003501)

Government
revenue
FAI

Billions of RMB
Fixed asset investment,
billions of RMB

National Bureau of Statistics
(CEIC series 5190001)
National Bureau of Statistics
(CEIC series 3640701)
China Economic Monitoring & Analysis Center,
NBS
(CEIC series 12915201)
Ministry of Finance
(CEIC series 4331701)
National Bureau of Statistics
(CEIC series 7872901)

GDP

Real GDP index, available
as 4-quarter growth rates

National Bureau of Statistics (CEIC series
1692001)

Industrial
Production
Highway
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Exchange rate
between RMB and
USD
China imports
from Hong Kong
and China imports
from World by
Harmonized
System category
Hong Kong
imports from
China and Hong
Kong imports
from World by
SITC category
World exports to
Greater China
US export price
indices

2.

Bloomberg

Quarterly sums in USD mil

General Administration of Customs (accessed
through CEIC)

Quarterly sums in HKD
mil

Census and Statistics Department (accessed through
CEIC)

IMF Direction of Trade Statistics (accessed through
CEIC)
BLS (accessed through Haver)

Calculation of export price index

We deflate nominal exports to Greater China, defined as world exports to China and Hong Kong
minus exports between China and Hong Kong, using an export price deflator calculated from US
export price indices, nominal import data for China and Hong Kong, and nominal world export
data to China and Hong Kong. First, we calculate separate export price indices for China and
Hong Kong. The export price index for each region is equal to the weighted sum of 4-quarter log
changes in US export price indices for a number of export categories, where the weights are
equal to the category’s share of total nominal imports in that region and time period. This can be
expressed as
Δ𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖
𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈
= � 𝑤𝑤𝑘𝑘,𝑡𝑡
Δ𝑝𝑝𝑘𝑘,𝑡𝑡
,
𝑘𝑘=1
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𝑖𝑖
is category 𝑘𝑘’s share of region 𝑖𝑖’s
where Δ𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 is the export price index for region 𝑖𝑖 in time 𝑡𝑡, 𝑤𝑤𝑘𝑘,𝑡𝑡
𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈
total nominal imports in time 𝑡𝑡, and Δ𝑝𝑝𝑘𝑘,𝑡𝑡
is the 4-quarter log change in the US export price

index for category 𝑘𝑘 in time 𝑡𝑡.

The final price index for exports to Greater China is the weighted sum of the China and Hong
Kong export price indices, weighted by each region’s share of world exports to greater China in
time 𝑡𝑡.
3.

Other adjustments

Monthly proxy series converted to quarterly via summing over the quarter.
Missing observations around Chinese New Year:
•
•

•

Electricity missing January and February starting January of 2016. Retail missing January
and February starting 2012. Filled in missing January and February values with the
March value for years they are missing.
Rail shipments series has a break in level in January 2005. We adjusted the series by
splicing. The splicing adjustment factor comes from regressing log level Rail shipments
on the date and a dummy variable for the “post-break” dates in a four-year window
around the break (January 2003 to January 2007). The splicing adjustment factor is the
reciprocal of the exponentiated coefficient on the dummy variable in this regression and
is applied all observations in the Rail series post-break.
Li: We use the adjusted rail data rather than the raw data.
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Figure A1: Individual Indicators

Note: All data are year-over-year percent changes, normalized to be mean zero and unit
standard deviation. Vertical axis units are standard deviations. Thin blue line is raw data,
normalized; thick red is filtered, normalized; green dashed line is biweight trend (24 quarters).
Data run from 2000Q4 to 2016Q4.
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Figure A2: Exports to China Versus China’s Imports
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